RIDE N REMIND SYSTEM
OWNER’S MANUAL

QUICK START GUIDE
ACTIVATION

The system is activated automatically once the rear door(s) is opened for
more than 3 seconds. At this point a signal will sound indicating that the
system is active. (If not needed, the reminder can be deactivated at this point.)

REMINDER ALARM

Upon removing the key the chime will sound until deactivation. If the system
is not deactivated within 40 seconds the horn will sound an SOS signal.

DE-ACTIVATION

Both the reminder chime and the horn alarm are turned off by re-opening
the rear door and pressing the push-button inside the vehicle.

Disclaimer:

While the Ride N Remind System is an excellent
tool, we do not assume any responsibility for the
safety of people or valuables, nor do we
assume responsibility for any injury suffered by
a child left unattended in a vehicle.

ACTIVATION

A) The system is activated automatically once the rear door(s) is opened for more than 3
seconds. At this point a signal will sound indicating that the system is active.
B) Once the vehicles ignition is turned off, the reminder chime will sound.

HORN ALARM

If the chime is not turned off within 40 seconds the car’s horn will sound – provided the
rear door remains closed. If the rear door is opened following sounding of the chime the
horn will sound after 10 minutes. This allows the driver time to maneuver, while leaving
the system active for another child remaining in the car.

DE-ACTIVATION

Both the reminder chime and the horn alarm are turned off by re-opening the rear door
and pressing the push-button inside the vehicle.
If before deactivation the rear door is opened a second time while the ignition is left on,
a flutter chirp will sound as a reminder that the system is active. At that point the system
can be deactivated - if no longer needed - by pressing the button.

TIME OUT FEATURE

If there is no activity for 15 minutes or more following the closing of the rear door, the
system will assume that the reminder is not needed and the activation will be canceled.

INTENTIONAL CANCEL – ONE TIME

After opening the rear door and hearing the activation tone the driver may intentionally
cancel the activation by pressing the push-button once.

DELIVERY MODE

The system can be placed into temporary override for 3 hours by pressing the button 5
consecutive times. After 3 hours the original program will resume. To cancel Delivery
Mode, press the button 5 times again.

Tip: When filling up for gas, turn off the engine but leave ignition switch in the on
position. When left this way for only a few minutes, no harm will be caused to the
car battery and this will allow you to avoid having to deactivate the chime.

